STUDENT PEER EVALUATION SHEET – Evaluate your group members. This will be done confidentially.

1 (rarely/never) 2 (occasionally/sometimes) 3 (all/most of the time)

List Each Group Member Below: In My Opinion:________________

Name: ______________________

____ did fair share of work
____ was cooperative/did agreed upon task
____ contributed to ideas/planning

Comments:
____ was available for communication
____ was positive, helpful
____ contributed to overall project success

Word describing this person as a group member:
_____________________________________________________________________

Name: ______________________

____ did fair share of work
____ was cooperative/did agreed upon task
____ contributed to ideas/planning

Comments:
____ was available for communication
____ was positive, helpful
____ contributed to overall project success

Word describing this person as a group member:
_____________________________________________________________________

Name: ______________________

____ did fair share of work
____ was cooperative/did agreed upon task
____ contributed to ideas/planning

Comments:
____ was available for communication
____ was positive, helpful
____ contributed to overall project success

Word describing this person as a group member:
_____________________________________________________________________

Rate your contribution as compared to your group members. Explain your reasoning for your self-evaluation score: